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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
This report aims to chart the experiences of the production team behind a small scale theatrical production, We Need to Talk About Bobby
(off EastEnders) at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival 2017, evaluating the successes and failures of the project, suggesting what might have
been done differently, summarising lessons learned and providing advice for future projects that aim to do something similar. The 
experiences encountered over the course of the project relate most heavily to the field of arts administration, but will also prove relevant 
to those interested in event management, personnel management, creative industries (writing, performing and directing) and fundraising.

This report was requested by the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund (hereafter referred to as LRMF) in response to an application for funding for 
the project. We felt that the project was something that the LRMF would be interested in promoting for various reasons. First ly, that 
creatively the project was an intelligent and challenging piece of work that would demonstrate the university’s capacity to produce innovative 
and engaged students with original ideas. Secondly, that the logistical demands of the project would cultivate professional and 
entrepreneurial experience that would prepare the university’s students involved in the project for their careers beyond their degrees. To 
that end, the report should represent a reflection from university students on their first independent experience of self-employment and 
management in a creative industry outside of the context of the university campus. We hope that this in turn advises others on the best way 
to navigate this transition.

The aims of the project were always to provide experience for the students involved in the project to hone their craft (be it  creative or 
clerical) in a professional environment without the financial risk that a completely self-funded project would necessarily entail. The project 
would provide Lottie Titcombe, our Producer, with the necessary experience to greater understand the role of Producer in the context of 
professional theatre, as well as giving her a greater sense of what skills she possesses/lacks and an opportunity to acquire them. Similarly, 
the project aimed to provide Warwick University students with an opportunity to perform in a professional environment, as well as an 
opportunity to socialise and make professional connections with other young artists and producers as well as more senior industry figures 
as the Edinburgh Fringe is a heavily concentrated environment. Furthermore, in terms of the creative work being made, the aim was to 
produce a piece of theatre that challenged audience’s pre-conceptions about the narratives they consume on television and in film, and to 
interrogate how that informs their attitude towards mental illness in children.

The report engages in the most part with the successes/failures of the practical aspects of the projects rather than the creative aims as
the effectiveness of our practical decisions are easier to quantify and are less subjective in nature than any creative decisions. The report 
will run through the entire process, from auditions and fundraising to box office settlements and evaluations.

However, no project of this nature can be considered ‘typical’ and therefore we do not intend to suggest our experiences are typical either. 
This report should not be considered as a ‘How-to’ guide to managing the Fringe, rather the reflections included here are the result of a 
specific set of circumstances. However, we believe that there is still value in sharing them. In terms of the limitations we experienced, we 
were faced with budgetary constraints and the challenge of juggling time commitments (particularly involving the student actors), however 
the challenges involved in the project were, in essence, the point of the project – as overcoming them has proved to be the best way to 
achieve the project’s aims as outlined above.
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PRODUCTION DIARY: PRODUCTION TIMELINE

TIMELINE OF WHEN EVERYTHING HAPPENED

Date  What Happened Notes

January 10  First Draft of Script Completed

17  Lord Rootes Submitted

February 22  Zoo Venues Confirmed

March 15    Edinburgh Fringe Discounted Registration Deadline

16    Lord Rootes Funding Confirmed

28    Accommodation Confirmed

April 5   Auditions and Recruitment Advertised

21 - 23     Auditions Held

May 3  Casting Finalised

3   Third Draft of Script Confirmed and sent out to cast

20   Vice Chancellor’s Submitted

28   First All Team Production Meeting

30   First Read Through

June 5   Vice Chancellor Funding Confirmed

7 Website Launched

7 - 2 (July)  Weekly to Twice Weekly workshops

19   Indiegogo launched

23   Zoo Edinburgh Programme Announced

25   IATL Festival Fund Submitted

July 8 - 24   Rehearsal Intensive

14  Rehearsal Draft of Script Finalised

16 Press Releases sent out

27 IATL Funding Rejected

August 6 Final Adjustments to Script made

7 - 9   Final Rehearsals

10 Travel to Edinburgh
13 Tech Rehearsal
14 Indiegogo Campaign Closes
14 - 15 Preview Performances
16 - 28  Performances
29 - 31  Departure Dates

September 14 Deadline for Vice Chancellor’s Report not met
28 Indiegogo Funds Released

October 10 Box Office Return from ZOO
November 24 Deadline for Lord Rootes Report
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PRE-FRINGE:

ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANISATION

Project Planning
For most people, administration is by no means the most exciting part of the creative industries. However, a tightly organised production 
process is a key part of maintaining the momentum of a project and avoiding easy mistakes/oversights.
We began our administrative structure by using a project plan spreadsheet (see below for structure). This was kept on a shared google
docs so it could be monitored and updated simultaneously by the whole team.

Communication
By the end of the process the “Bobby” production team was made of over 13 volunteers. With a team this size it can be difficult to maintain 
clear lines of communication. In an attempt to move work-based conversations off social media we moved to an online workspace called 
Slack. However, many of the production team struggled to use this app and we ended up reverting to Facebook messenger for the period of 
the festival itself.

CHALLENGES:
Making sure everyone on your production team understands, uses and updates your administrative systems can be really difficult. Where 
things are not updated e.g. the project plan, it can cause little tasks to fall through the net and not get done, leading to more problems down 
the line
ADVICE:
§ Finding an easy to use virtual workspace is a great way of maintaining communication.
§ Make sure to have a meeting at the start of the production to make sure everyone on the team knows how to use the app and is aware

of why it’s important to keep information up to date.
§ We would recommend an app called Glip; as well as allowing for easy messaging between production team members it has an integrated 

to-do list which could replace the project plan. Keeping everything in one place gives you a better chance of everyone understanding
your systems, and in turn keeping your systems up to date.
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VENUES

Generally, you will need to apply to a venue asking them to accept your show. The Edinburgh Fringe is a huge arts festival and as such there 
are lots of venues to take your show to. Each space has its own specialities, quirks and challenges; not every venue will be right for your 
show and, unfortunately, not every venue will want your show. That said, you are almost certain to find the right spot for your show.

Things to consider when looking for a venue:
Size of stage space
Each venue should provide (either on their website or upon request) a floor plan and technical capability list for every space. From these 
you should be able to judge which spaces are the right fit. Bobby is an intimate three hander that requires little set, it made no sense, either 
financially or artistically, to look for large proscenium arch spaces, instead we looked for small black box studios in a thrust arrangement.

ADVICE: Find a stage space suitable for your work; ask people who have been before what the spaces you are looking at were like; keep the 
dimensions and layout for use in your rehearsals later in the process

Capacity
The number of audience your venue can seat, and the number you are capable of attracting is a vital consideration. As a young company 
with no reputation preceding us, it would have been foolish to look for any venues bigger than approx. 70 seats. Venues charge more for 
their larger spaces because the opportunity to make a larger return is higher, but selling tickets at the Fringe is hard. The largest crowd 
Bobby played to was 26, the lowest was 4.

ADVICE: Consider carefully, and realistically what size of audience you are likely to attract. As well as the financial benefit, the smaller the 
venue the bigger the audience will feel - which is great for intimate shows like Bobby. That said, if you’ve got a huge cast and a huge show, 
like The Improv Musical, a larger venue might be the one.

Location
This really does make a difference. Foot traffic outside a venue is a good way to sell last minute tickets - if you’re trying to sell somebody a
ticket to your show, but the venue is a half hour walk away from the city centre, then you’ll struggle. Bobby played in Zoo Southside which 
has a high footfall, as it is on the route from centre of the festival to some bigger venues like Summerhall and the Pleasance Courtyard.

ADVICE: If you’re choosing between a number of venues it might be worth making an ‘Ed Fringe Google Map’1 to help you visualise where 
they are in relation to the rest of the festival.

Reputation
This is subjective, but depending on the work that you’re making and the audience you’re targeting, certain venues just won’t  be for you. If
you want to take a straight up traditional version of an Oscar Wilde play, then the Forest Fringe (known for its Avant Garde and experimental 
programming) won’t be the place for you. Similarly, if you’re wanting to get venue programmers from around the country to see your work, 
you will want to try and avoid playing in a venue alongside Am-Dram musicals or school shows.

ADVICE: When looking at a venue ask around people who have been to the festival to see what they think of it. It’s also worth looking up their 
programme from the festival last year, this might give you a sense of the work that they programme and are known for.

1 See Appendix One for the ‘PB Map’ distributed to the Paperback team before their arrival at the Fringe.
4
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Venue Agreement
This is the agreement you make with the venue about the cost of the hire and what they provide as a part of that fee. Different venues will
have different policies on what they offer and to who, and the higher up the scale you get, the better offers you’ll find. For relatively unknown 
companies, however, the choice of offer is not wide. Typically, it will involve a box-office split (the specifics vary) against a lump-sum 
guarantee that is usually paid up front. This means that you will end up paying the venue the greater value of either:

A proportion of your box office takings (for example, 30%)
Or the lump sum you agreed (for example, £2000)

Which means: If you sold X amount of tickets and 30% of your takings came to £2500, then you would pay the venue £2500. If you sold Y 
amount of tickets and 30% of your takings came to £1000, then you would pay the venue £2000.

Our venue deal with Zoo was as follows:
A 60/40 box office split in the company’s favour with a guarantee of £2000 plus VAT.

Here’s how we laid it out on the budget spreadsheet:
Venue Agreement  Notes

Guarantee £ 2,000.00 If 40% of ticket sales exceeds £2000 then B.O. receive 40% of income.

Box Office Split 40% If 40% of ticket sales falls below £2000 they received flat of £2000 + VAT

Fringe Commission 4%
This is the commission paid on all tickets sold through the Ed Fringe society rather than 
directly through the venue

VAT 20% VAT must be added at the end

We had two formal offers, one from Zoo and another from theSpace venues. Having consulted with other companies who had experiences 
of working with both of these venues, we felt that the reputation of Zoo for being a top venue championing new writing meant it was the best 
place for us and our show. Crucially, Zoo does not charge any extra for technical support, entry into its brochure or ticket commission 
(which other venues are said to do). The lack of these “hidden charges” (as they are known) also shows Zoo to be a professional and 
reputable venue to work with.
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ACCOMMODATION
Rumour has it that the population of Edinburgh doubles over the course of August every year. The influx of performers, tourists and venue 
staff into the city makes finding somewhere to stay for the course of the run difficult and important to get right. As is the way with things 
like this, with increased demand on a finite supply, prices soar. The earlier you can start looking the better.

Things to consider when looking for accommodation
Location
A day at the Fringe is tiring, with little sleep, lots of to-ing and fro-ing, and particularly back-breaking flyering sessions. If you have to add 
onto all this a 30mins - 45mins walk each way to the centre of the action, morale will start to flail and flyering will start to feel like a chore 
– which is when less gets done. You might pay more for a central location but you will save money on being able to go back to the flat and 
cook your own food and on not spending anything on public transport.

ADVICE: Get your trusty google map out and mark out your different accommodation choices in relation to the venue and the Royal Mile 
(one of your main flyering hotspots).

Size
The Fringe can be a stressful month of living and working together, and you need to think very carefully about possibly affording yourself a 
little luxury of some extra space in order not to get under each other’s feet. That said, it is common practice for production team members 
to have to share rooms between two or three people. Fortunately, the architecture of Edinburgh means most building have really high 
ceilings making them feel more spacious than they actually are.

ADVICE: Make sure you have a clear idea of the size of your team before you start looking at accommodation, and consider carefully what
size space you need and can afford. If you’ve got a choice of accommodation to be looking at take time over looking at the pictures provided 
to give you a sense of what the flat might be like to live in for a month.

Accessibility
Something that you might not think about straight away, but the architecture of Edinburgh includes a lot of former tenement buildings that 
are three or four storeys high. These are not fitted with elevators or stair lifts. Depending on the access needs of your production team, it 
may be hard to find somewhere suitable, if you’re looking to pin down your accommodation before you recruit your team take this into 
consideration.

ADVICE: starting your search earlier might give you a better chance of nabbing a ground floor flat.

GENERAL ADVICE
What we learned from this aspect of pre-Fringe production was that it is important to have a 1-to-1 relationship with letting agents, rather 
than relying on rarely updated websites. We asked a close friend and experienced Fringe-goer how he was fairing with finding somewhere 
and he put us in touch with his contact at Southside Lettings Agency. Having this personal contact helped us get the fastest and most 
beneficial result. If you have any links to companies who have been to the festival before, it is worth asking them whether they could put 
you in touch with their letting agent in order to nab a good deal that might not otherwise be advertised online.
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FUNDING

As you can see taking a show to the Fringe is an expensive endeavour, venue hire and accommodation alone can reach very large figures. 
Due to the competitive nature of selling a show at the Fringe and the fact that audiences are less likely to ‘take a punt’ on younger unknown 
artists, it is foolhardy to expect box office takings to in cover all the costs of producing the show. Therefore, we undertook a fundraising 
campaign before heading the Fringe in order to top up our box office takings and minimise (or indeed, eradicate) any losses we might incur. 
Our target was to raise enough money to cover our production costs, accommodation and travel through fundraising which meant any box 
office takings could be divided between the production team to make up for the fact we were unable to pay them a wage.

Although our fundraising campaign was successful and we made a small surplus from our run at the Fringe (see Financial Breakdown page 
31), the fact that Fringe contracts have to be signed and payments made so early in the year, often before funding opportunities close means 
it is sometimes necessary - as in our case - to take an informed financial risk on your production before all funding is secured. This is 
something you need to discuss amongst yourselves and we would advise making sure that everybody involved is on the same page before 
you pay any fee or sign any contract.

Our fundraising campaign consisted of the following:
Lord Rootes Memorial Fund

Description: A fund intended to encourage personal development by supporting challenging projects proposed by Warwick students. 
Application Process: Submission of a written application detailing aims and objectives, a comprehensive budget and a subsequent 
interview before a panel.
Conditions: Completion of a final report and submission of two hard copies by a specified date, submission of receipts detailing what
the Lord Rootes funding was spent on.
Amount awarded: £3000 – Paid in two instalments £2400 at the start of the project and a further £600 after the submission of a 
final report.

Vice Chancellor's Student Sponsorship Fund
Description: A fund offered to help students finance projects that will further their academic and career development.
Application Process: Submission of a written application detailing aims and objectives, a comprehensive budget and a subsequent 
interview before a panel.
Conditions: Completion and return of a “final report” detailing how the aims and objective were met as well as a financial breakdown
of the whole project. This is meant to be handed in a certain number of days after the project is scheduled to end. Due to the time it 
took to get our box office return, we had to have this deadline extended. I would recommend citing your project end date as the deadline 
for the Lord Rootes report, by which time you should have had all your financial reimbursements completed.
Amount awarded: £2500 – the maximum amount that can be applied for is £2000, however owing to the size of our project and
budget the Fund Committee generously decided to add an extra £500 to the amount we applied for in order to help cover our costs.

IATL Festival Fund
Description: A bursary offered to support student performance projects taking place off campus at festivals like National Student 
Drama Festival and the Edinburgh Fringe. Grants may be used to cover transport, accommodation, publicity, props, costumes etc.
Application Process: Submission of a short application
Conditions: Completion of a final report on the project
Amount awarded: £500 – Our application was unsuccessful.

Indiegogo
Description: A funding platform that allows friends, family and supporters to make donations to your funding campaign. 
Target Amount: £500
Amount Raised: £680 – Indiegogo took a sizeable commission from this amount, and also added a credit card charge. Full details can
be found in the financial breakdown.
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ADVICE:
§ At the start of your project, make a comprehensive budget for the entire production. This will come in crucial when working out how

much funding you need and when submitting your subsequent funding applications.
§ Don’t be tempted to cheat your budget to make it look smaller than it is. It might make the show seem like less of a financial risk, but 

it’s more likely that the decision makers will think you aren’t aware of all of the costs involved.  If they can see a comprehensive budget 
which details exactly how much your show is going to cost and what their money will cover they are more likely to see you as a safe

and responsible investment and provide funding for you.
§ For pots of university funding, such as Lord Rootes, IATL and the Vice Chancellor’s fund, successful applications are often available to

look at on their website. These can be a useful resource for you when putting together your own applications.
§ As lots of students are looking for the same funding as you, looking for pots of funding outside of the university will go a long way.

Because of the lengthy timelines on a lot of funding applications, get going on these as soon as possible.

RECRUITMENT PROCESS

Initial Production Team
The project began as a five person endeavour between Lottie Titcombe, Lucy Bird, George Attwell Gerhards, Thomas Bulpett and Fergus
McErlean who met working on Paperback’s first show at Warwick. We agreed to continue working together creatively once four of us had 
graduated. Bobby preparations began in term 1, 16/17, George having started work on a script which Lucy would direct and Lottie produce. 
Tom and Fergus for the time being agreed to take a creative step back whilst continuing their clerical tasks for Paperback. The company’s 
close connection with the university (with Lottie still being a current student) made sourcing the rest of our team from the university a 
sensible decision. We felt the rich pool of talent at the university would provide us with a strong base to make the show, whilst an affordable 
opportunity to gain experience of performing in /producing a show at the Fringe was an important and exciting experience which we wanted 
to offer to current students. We began by reaching out to university creatives we knew well: Amanda Fleming and Alice Byrne became our 
tech and set designers, respectively.

Auditions
Auditions were held on campus in April, over two rounds with an initial stage of individual sessions and a recall stage with some group work 
and asking actors to read with each other. We had 23 people audition for the first stage, 19 women and 4 men for 2 female parts and 1 male. 
Of these we asked 10 back for the recall stage - 8 women and 2 men.

Despite heavily advertising the auditions on social media and managing to attract as many as 23 applicants (more than enough for a 3-hand 
play) only 4 of these were men, and only 2 of the 4 were, we felt, strong enough for a recall. We hoped that we would see a different side to 
the male actors in the second round; that, more relaxed, they would demonstrate their strengths more clearly. The male role in the play is 
an incredibly difficult one: it requires an ability to demonstrate deft emotional intelligence and sensibility; it requires (as all roles in plays 
of such small cast size do) an actor capable of carrying the energy of the entire piece; it requires an actor who is acutely aware of and is 
responsive to what other actors are doing on stage and crucially it requires good multi-roling skills as the actor would have to play three 
substantial characters as well as extra voices woven into the fabric of the production. Because of this we put all the actors, male and 
female, through their paces in the recall audition and found that both of the male actors struggled with some of the essential skills that the 
role demanded - most notably the multi-rolling. After lengthy discussions, we believed that as well as not benefiting the production, it would 
be unfair of us to straddle an inexperienced actor with the stress of a really difficult role that they did not have the technical capabilities of 
performing and which could damage the production if not performed well.

8
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At this stage, we turned to Thomas Bulpett, an actor experienced in the skills required for the role, but who was no longer a student at the
University. Because of this, he didn’t receive any of the funding provided from the University for current students and we were able to 
provide more for the students who were involved, both in the cast and production team.

Recruiting Marketing and Production Assistants
At around the same time as we announced auditions, we also advertised for marketing assistants and a production assistant who would 
work with us in the run-up to the Fringe and over the Fringe run to sell the show. The principal responsibility would be to flyer the show, but 
also to manage Paperback’s social media accounts; hand-out and collect feedback forms after each show; record vox-pop testimonials from 
audience members as well as socialise and make friends with people in and around the venue.

For this, we released a recruitment pack (see Appendix Two), which was also sent out to anybody auditioning for the play as it detailed 
clearly what the financial and time commitment would be for the show. We were incredibly pleased with the response this achieved and we 
managed to bring on board 3 marketing assistants and a production assistant from the university population.

Furthermore, one of the marketing assistants, Daljinder Johal, put us in touch with her sister, Tarnjeet, a Sound Engineering student at 
Birmingham City University. We were very happy to have her come on board as a technical assistant. This proved very useful when Amanda, 
our technical designer, had to leave the festival early and Tarnjeet was able to take over the technical running of the show.

SUCCESS: The majority of members of our production team had not been involved in a University of Warwick theatre production before. 
Their feedback on the recruitment process was that us providing a detailed information pack made them feel like this was an opportunity 
available to them and that they did not need to know other people from the Warwick drama circuit to get involved.
ADVICE:
§ Have a clear understanding of how many people you need to recruit.
§ If possible, have a core team of people who you have worked with before and trust.
§ Get as much information as possible about the show, your funding and what you are able to offer your volunteer. This will prove really 

helpful in explaining the project to people and makes it easier for people to get involved in what can be quite a daunting experience to
commit to.

9
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REHEARSAL PROCESS

In many ways this is the most difficult section to talk about because it was
constantly evolving and difficult to record. Initially we had hoped to include 
our rehearsal notes, but found that these were often illegibly written and bore 
little sense out of context. Instead we will speak about the structure, process, 
successes and challenges of the rehearsals.

Many of the challenges of this process come from the nature of it handling a 
piece of new writing. The playwright George Attwell is a Warwick graduate 
who also works as a jobbing actor. So after completing an early draft of the 
script his involvement in the project became more limited and the onus of the

work was on the director and actors. Paperback, as a company, have a background in devised and collaborative theatre (the format of our
first show created and performed at Warwick in 2016). As such, the actors in this process were allowed a creative input in the script itself, 
discussing its structure and dialogue in the rehearsal process and feeding back to the playwright for further development. The responsibility 
of actors and directors working with new writing is to be the first audience for the script, the first to hear how it works on stage and to 
notice what does and doesn’t work. As such we used the following structure for our rehearsals.

Stage One
Exploratory Workshops and Rehearsals
Including:
§ A “read-through” and experimental rehearsals where the cast and director discussed and solidified the

language of the play e.g. how scene changes happen, how multi-roling works, what level of naturalism is
being used etc.

§ Opportunities to feedback to the writer about the script.
§ Discussions about the themes and content of the play.

This took up a huge amount of our rehearsal process. As well as being a play about the use and abuse of child actors, it became really clear, 
over the course of rehearsals, that this was also a play about the female teenage experience, about growing up, the changing relationship 
with your parents, about isolation, about the pressure on girls (both put upon them by society and self-imposed) to grow up quicker, and 
the complicated dynamics of sexuality at this age. As the play had been written by a male playwright who had grown up an only child, their 
knowledge of this experience was limited and whilst interestingly explored in the early draft became much more thoroughly developed when 
put into the hand of a female dominated creative team (director and two female actors).

SUCCESSES: These were incredibly helpful workshops and the final draft of the script is very much indebted to the input of the actors in 
the process. The exploratory workshops also allowed the actors to naturally develop strong bonds that would help them to look after each 
other during the challenges of a two week run at the fringe.
CHALLENGES: Sometimes discussions could become too lengthy and the actors developed such a strong sense of ownership of their
characters that they were not always open to new directions or lines introduced by the director / writer. Outlining the rules about input 
and when the development process ends are important. It’s important to allow the show to develop and change but at some point  you also 
have to give time to rehearsing and working with what you’ve got.
ADVICE: Discuss the process with the actors at the beginning of rehearsal and make the rules and distinction between workshop sessions
and rehearsals clear.
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Stage Two
“Blocking” and Design Rehearsals
After completing these exploratory workshops and getting the
redeveloped script from the writer we moved into more intense
rehearsals. This was made of a block of two weeks starting just
after term ended. The first week was focussed on blocking the play;
working out where the actors stand, where and when they move
during a scene, what props will be used and what tech will be used.

SUCCESSES: This is a quick way to get the show on its feet giving
the director and designers time to focus on what the show looks
like while the actors get to know their characters.
CHALLENGES: We struggled to get the design team in at the same time to see the show and to give them enough time to discuss and design 
the show. Furthermore, not having access to lighting made it difficult to design the show because it was hard to visualise how the lighting 
design would work once on stage.
ADVICE: Careful scheduling and recognising the importance of getting the design team in for a day to focus on their design and blocking is
a good idea. If there is a way to get access to a room with stage lighting for at least one day this could be invaluable in creating a real ly 
effective technical design for the show. Again, it’s all dependent on the space in your budget but it could be a worthy investment.

Stage Three
Intensive Rehearsals, Part 2
After our initial blocking rehearsals we took a long weekend to allow everyone a break and time to 
finish learning their lines, then we spent a week running the play and encouraging the actors to “find 
the fun” in the show.

SUCCESSES: The actors were really confident with the show before taking it up to Edinburgh. 
CHALLENGES: At times we ran the risk of getting bored.
ADVICE: Find challenges for the actors to use when running the play for the umpteenth time… this will
also prove helpful for actors when they are running the show for two weeks and is good practice for 
actors not used to a run of this length.
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DESIGN
The timeline of design process and rehearsal process is quite complex. We recruited our designers before our cast, however, we didn’t 
want to finalise any design plans until a little further into the rehearsal process so that the aesthetic of the show would accurately match 
up with what we were creating. As such it was in the later stages of the rehearsal that we finalised our design plans.

Set
Knowing the technical challenges that lay ahead at ZOO and the budget limitations it was important for our set design to be simple but 
effective. Whilst initially wanting to have a potentially empty set with no large props it became apparent that we did need chairs / sofas for 
the actors to sit on during scenes and to shape the structure of the different locations in the play. We decided on a design which uses a 
sofa, a make-up chair and a TV.  The following extract from a rehearsal note to the playwright on the 13th June explains our thinking.

Extract from a rehearsal update 13th June
“In terms of the physical language of the play… we all agreed that a semi-naturalistic staging seems 
to make the most sense. I know what you mean when you messaged me about the theatrical 
language of the play in regard to the car scene… i.e. a lemon-esque abstracted staging based on
communication would work for that. But I’m not sure it functions within this play… “Lemons” was
all about communication and everything being stripped back so it made sense there but the textual 
language, communication and relationships you’ve written doesn’t, for me, fit into that kind of 
abstraction. What we talked about today was a semi-naturalistic staging which allows scenes to 
fluidly glide into one another. There are minimal set and props which are also representative of a 
wider world. I’ve also been talking to Amanda about using some subtle sound design to help us move 
between the different worlds we meet.

The above image is one suggestion of a staging that we came up with… I need to take it to Alice B and see what she thinks. But the idea is to
literally have the film set (camera – set) and the domestic (sofa – TV) visually intersecting.
§ The sofa and chair can both be moved… though the sofa should only be bought into the ‘film set’ (which will hopefully be a square of -

defined light in the centre of the stage) during the abuse scene.
§ The chair we were thinking like a director’s chair that you would get on a film set. So it’s light, easy to move and can be folded up if

necessary.
Tom also suggested, and I think this is right, that we try to block it so the set changes happen during scenes rather than becoming scene 
changes themselves… then the scene changes can be more physical work from the actors and also changes in soundscape. 
For example at the end of the first audition the director comes on and packs up the chair because he’s hurrying Annie off set because he’s 
got to be somewhere else. He walks back into the downstage right corner… there is some kind of subtle lighting /physical change from the 
mother and she says the first line of the next scene ‘maybe he’s right’ and Tom re-emerges as the dad walking into the sitting room… ideally 
holding some kind of image of domesticity like a cup of tea.“

The camera didn’t make it through to the final design because it wasn’t affordable to
source, and we also felt it would become a distracting prop that was difficult to use.

AUDIENCE FEEDBACK:
‘”LOVED THE WAY THE SCENES MOVE RAPIDLY BETWEEN CHARACTERS SO WE
INCREASINGLY DON’T KNOW WHICH WORLD ANNIE IS INHABITING”
“I DIDN’T SEE THE POINT IN THE TV”
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PRODUCTION DIARY: PRE-FRINGE, DESIGN
Costume Design
Costume design brought with it some difficult decisions surrounding the language of multi-roling in the play. Distinctions between characters 
are normally indicated with a complete change of costume, or in more farcical comedies with the change of a hat or ‘signifying costume 
item’. However, we were using multi-roling in the play to explore the confusing and disorientating experience of being a teenager when 
adults start to look and act the same, as such distinctions between characters were generally more subtle with a change of physicality and 
only minor changes of costume… e.g. the addition of a shirt, or cardigan.

Costume design came most clearly into play when handling the character of Annie who ages 2 years over the course of the play. As we 
discovered in our discussions over the course of rehearsals clothing and your relationship with clothing is a really integral part of the 
teenage experience and very much tied up in the self-consciousness of adolescent girls. We came up with a design which subtly showed 
Annie aging over the course of the play and exploring her changing relationship with her body.

AUDIENCE FEEDBACK:
“LOVED SEEING ANNIE’S TRANSFORMATION THROUGHOUT THE SHOW.”
“I BELIEVED ANNIE WAS 13.”

Lighting and Sound Design
As previously mentioned we found it difficult to organise our lighting and sound design due to lack
of access to technical equipment before the performance. In the end we had agreed on a simple
design, the key element of the sound design was the use of background static which would increase
or decrease in intensity according to Annie’s mental state, in an attempt to further immerse the
audience in Annie’s experience.

AUDIENCE FEEDACK:
“LOVED THE USE OF TECH.”
“I WOULD BE INTERESTED IN YOU EXPORING A MORE “HIGH-TECH” VERSION.”

OUR THOUGHTS: By the end of the performances we felt that the technical design was underdeveloped. It wasn’t possible to change it 
dramatically over the course of the Fringe performances, however taking the show forward this is one of the things we are keen to explore 
further. We are currently talking to Chris Blex, a composer who graduated from Warwick in 2016, about helping us to develop a richer, more 
layered sound design for the show’s future.
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MARKETING
The Fringe is an inherently competitive place. There is a finite number of audience members to attract and what can feel like an infinite 
number of other shows that also want their business. Because of this it is vital that any production has a strong, clear and coherent 
marketing campaign that is well prepared and executed.

Copy
The show blurb(s) are possibly the first bit of marketing material that you will have to write, and it is important that you are happy with 
them. Zoo used an online software called Eventotron which could be edited up to a deadline, but other venues may do this differently. There 
are different blurbs appearing in different places - one in the venue brochure (this tends to give you a greater word count to elaborate on 
what the play is about) one on the website and one in the big Edinburgh Fringe brochure (this gives you almost no space, particularly if like 
us your title is already really long!).  An important thing to decide on at this stage is what angle to take to sell the show; essentially, how are 
you going to describe your play to potential audiences? We decided that Bobby worked best as a ‘psychological thriller’, and this was 
reflected in our marketing. Online, the play was described as “daring...explor[ing] society’s uneasy relationship with child violence.” The plot 
“chart[s] the decline” of a young girl. In hindsight, having completed the run, what was striking about audiences’ reactions to the play was 
how funny they found it. There had always been jokes in the script but we never thought of the play as a dark comedy. This was probably a 
mistake. Had the show been marketed as a dark comedy it is very possible that ticket sales would have been higher. The tone of a ‘daring’ 
play about ‘child violence’ may have put a lot of the midday audience members off.

Getting your copy right is important and difficult. It needs to be punchy and attention grabbing. Below is a list of the different kinds of copy 
you will have to provide and their word limit. We’ve included the examples of what we used for our production.

The different bits of copy you will have to provide:
100 words (including title) for the Fringe Programme
This is submitted around the same time that you secure your venue contract, which is very early in your rehearsal process. It’s difficult to
describe a play that may not exist yet, but the aim is to give people the gist of what the show is and try and get them interested enough to 
check the show out.

”’I'm not like most actors. I'm not acting.' Annie's 13 and she wets the bed. After landing a huge role in a late-night television drama,
she's left alone in an adult world, struggling to make sense of the things she is told to say on camera. Soon, Annie's comfortable 
childhood begins to fall apart. Charting the decline of a young TV actress, this daring new play explores society's uneasy 
relationship with child violence. Debut play from George Attwell Gerhards. Produced by Paperback with the generous support of 
the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund.”

Flyer Blurb
There’s no word limit on your flyer blurb, but it’s another important one to get right. Fortunately this doesn’t need to be finalised until much
nearer the actual performance dates so you might have a better idea of what the show is like. Although, obviously, you want to make sure 
there’s consistency across all your copy. In our flyer copy we also included reviews of our last show in an attempt to demonstrate a track 
record to the audience and make the company sound more established.

“'I'm not like most actors. I'm not acting.' Annie's 13 and she wets the bed. After landing a huge role in a late-night television drama,
she's left alone in an adult world, struggling to make sense of the things she is told to say on camera. Soon, Annie's comfortable 
childhood begins to fall apart. Charting the decline of a young TV actress, this daring new play explores society's uneasy 
relationship with child violence. Debut play from George Attwell Gerhards. Produced by Paperback with the generous support of 
the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund and the Vice Chancellor’s Student Support Fund.”
Paperback are a West Midlands based theatre company who use a vigorous process of devising, writing and discussion, to question
canonical texts, stories and ideas, reinventing and re-staging them for the modern audience.
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Praise for Paperback’s previous work
"‘A deeply intelligent and interesting performance from an exciting new company.’" Patrick Russell
"A brilliant construction" Jack Perkins
"A gripping adaptation" **** The Boar

50 Words to Sell Your Show
At one of the press meetings we attended at the beginning of the festival we were asked to come up with a 50 word pitch to sell the show 
to potential reviewers. The copy we got from this exercise was perhaps our strongest and was one we started rolling out across all our 
marketing. Thinking of this challenge of “50 words to sell your show” might be really helpful when drafting your first blurbs. As you can see 
the focus is on what the show is about and what it is asking, rather than the plot - a bit like a good movie trailer it teases rather than tells.

“This is a daring new play exploring our cultural fascination with violent children. It asks important questions about the teenage
experience, how we talk to young people, and the use and abuse of child actors. It’s thrilling, thought-provoking and dealing with 
issues We Need to Talk About.”

Publicity Design
Your publicity design in the coherent image and “style” that you will be using to market your show. Your design will normally have:
• A distinctive font.
• A specific colour.
• A central eye catching image.
You will use this across two main formats – your central publicity image and your poster/flyer design.
A first draft of our Bobby design used the prefix of the play “We need to talk about...” that has now, through the popularity of Lionel Shriver’s 
We Need to Talk About Kevin, developed connotations of its own - followed by a series of buzzwords that were thematically relevant to the 
play: ‘children; violence; porn; parenting’ etc.

This was in tune with the decisions taken in our written marketing material, suggesting that the play takes a dark look at some important 
issues. We played with some different colour and contrast options, with a black-on-white and a white-on-black option, however the title of 
the play was always a neon-bright colour to make it stand out.

On reflection, and looking at the designs of successful shows such as Lemons, Lemons, Lemons, Lemons, Lemons by Walrus and The Murderer 
by Clown Funeral we decided that these “text based versions” were unclear, abstract and not very arresting. Furthermore the type font 
would struggle to stand out, or even be legible when printed in the Fringe Programme (a central marketing resource).

After recruiting Warwick graduate Samuel Thorogood to help us with the 
design we settled on a new “image-based” publicity which uses a central 
icon (the bloody hockey stick) and bold colours to grab people’s attention.
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Publicity Image

The publicity image has to be finalised before registering for the Fringe Programme in early
February. This image will be used across most of your marketing (social media, press releases etc.) 
as well the Venue and Ed Fringe brochure and website.

Unlike your poster, the publicity image does not have any information about the show on it - time, 
date, venue. It is, rather, intended to be a shorthand evocative image published alongside the 
information about the show in the brochure. The brochure image, and most social media profile 
pictures, are square so a publicity design is required which can be easily adapted to a square 
format.

Poster
The poster needs to be eye catching so that it stands out in the crowded Edinburgh streets. It 
also needs to be consistent with other publicity designs. As you can see in the illlustrations 
provided the consistent branding across Bobby’s campaign was the bright pink colour and the 
hockey stick.

The poster also has to include some key information including 
§ The title of the play
§ The venue
§ The company logo
§ The time and date of the show
§ Any logos required by your funders or sponsors (a condition of our university funding was 
that we included the University of Warwick logo on the poster).
You also have to decide what size to get your posters printed on. We decided on A3 because it
was easy to handle, large enough to be seen but more affordable than A2.

Flyers
Obviously a central part of your marketing campaign is the use of flyers which you will spend
hours handing out to the members of the public attending the Fringe.
The flyer also has to include certain information
§ Show Blurb.
§ Company information (such as social media links).
§ Link to the Venue and the Box Office number.

We also added
§ A quote from the show.
§ Short quotes and reviews about our previous work.

As well as this we added an image of our lead actor, Tara Groves (who played Annie) staring at
a television. As the flyers were finalised after the rehearsal process had begun we were able
to link these more directly to the show itself and felt this was and important part of our
marketing campaign.
This evocative image of a young girl watching TV then became a firm favourite of the teams and
was shared across our social media to try and intrigue people about the show.
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Press Release
Press Releases are short marketing documents sent out to reviewers, programmers and industry professionals. They can also be sent out 
to relevant publications who might be willing to promote the show.
Information that needs to be included in the press release:
§ Company name
§ Show details
§ Brief outline of the company and why our work is of interest.
§ Audience testimonials
§ Eye catching images
§ Venue information and booking details
§ Contact details for those requesting press/industry tickets.
The Edinburgh Fringe society provide you with a comprehensive list of press contacts who will be reviewing at the fringe. However, it is 
important for you to go through this list and pick out the publications relevant to you.

ADVICE:
§ Get your press release out as early as possible (within reason). Reviewer’s inboxes get filled really quickly and their schedule gets

booked up. We failed to get out press release out on time and this led to us really struggling to get reviewers in.
§ Try and encourage reviewers to come as early as possible into the run as you will be able to share their subsequent reviews as a part

of your marketing campaign.
§ Keep your press release short and simple.
§ Choose which publications you want to send it to and make sure to include a personalised email rather than sending out a generic one. 
§ As well as attaching a pdf of your press release include it in the body of the email. Not all reviewers will have the time, or access to a

computer to open the attachment.
§ Line up a second press release which you can add audience responses and pull quotes to. You can send this out during the fest ival to

encourage more reviewers and programmers to attend the show.

T-Shirts
The final part of the marketing jigsaw that compliments
everything else is the T-shirt. A visual presence around
the city is very effective in raising awareness of the
show amongst audiences and seeing the production
team in the T-shirts en masse is more impressive and
harder to ignore. It is essential that it ties in with the
colour scheme, typography and visual imagery of the
flyer and poster.

We got lots of good feedback on our t-shirts because
they were visually arresting. Our high number of
flyerers hitting the streets in the same t-shirts really
helped to get the word out about the show across the
festival.
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FEEDBACK:
Our publicity design was centred on a hockey stick with blood splashing off it. This was inspired by the weapon of choice of Bobby Beale in 
EastEnders, who once bludgeoned his stepmother Jane with a hockey stick. We thought that the juxtaposition of the childish image of the 
hockey stick (evocative of P.E. at school) with the dark stain of blood splashing nicely mirrored the themes of the play.

Having garnered feedback from our audiences, experienced lower than expected ticket sales and reflected on the show and it’s ties (or lack 
of) to EastEnders and the violence depicted in it, the consensus has emerged that the hockey stick was a mistake. The title of the play, and 
its reference to BBC soap opera EastEnders, was risky and contentious and in the run up to the fringe we did receive enquiries over social 
media as to whether you had to have watched EastEnders and knew the story about Bobby Beale in order to understand and enjoy the play. 
We decided it was a risk worth taking and that audiences would be intrigued enough by the title to overcome any concerns about not 
understanding it. However the hockey stick may have further reinforced the notion that the play was about EastEnders, and was therefore 
exclusive to people who knew that show. This may account in some small way for the lower than expected ticket sales.

Going forward we are looking to redesign our publicity using the much more evocative image of Annie watching TV. The image below is a 
mock-up of what our future posters/flyers might look like. As you can see we have also started to include reviews from our Fringe Run 
capitalising on the show’s success.
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THE FRINGE ITSELF:

ARRIVING IN EDINBURGH AND LOOKING AFTER THE TEAM
Arriving in Edinburgh is a daunting experience, especially for those
who haven’t been before. We made sure that the team had as much
information as possible before arriving such as:
§ A google map detailing the location of the accommodation, the

venue and local good eats (collated from a friend who had lived
in the city).

§ Contact details of the production team.
§ Some handy advice on what to pack e.g. LAYERS - Edinburgh has

every type of weather ever in one hour.
§ Dates of when their days off would be so they could book some

shows in advance.

Once in Edinburgh, we held daily morning meetings with the whole marketing team. This gave us a chance for everyone to “check-in”; voice 
any problems or challenges they were facing and outline the plan for the day in terms of flyering shifts etc.

Although not everyone is a fan of an early start, generally these meetings were well received and made people feel supported and engaged 
with the team as a whole.

ADVICE: Go out for some group drinks and meals. With everyone working so hard and living on top of each other, it can be easy to get 
demoralised or frustrated and finding the fun was an important part of maintaining morale and making the best of this incredible experience.
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FLYERING:
Advice, Challenges and Tips

Flyering is a really difficult job but a key part of promoting your show at the 
Fringe. Many people arrive without booking many shows and choose what to see 
on spec or based on word of mouth. Our flyering structure was as follows:
§ 2 hours in the morning .
§ 2 hours in the afternoon.
§ Flyerers to work in pairs or threes, wearing production T-Shirts.

CHALLENGES:
§ It’s a physically intense and exhausting job.
§ It’s easy to feel lost in the crowd because there are so many people handing out flyers for

different shows.
§ The public have so many flyers being pushed in their face that they can become quite jaded and

rude and, on occasion abusive.

ADVICE:
§ Splitting the flyering work into two shifts meant people could have a break in between and get

their feet rested and moving location between shifts to alleviate boredom.
§ Organising the flyering schedule on the day allows your team to say if they want to see certain

shows so you can try and make room for that in the schedule.
§ It’s important to let your production team know that abusive behaviour isn’t acceptable, and make

sure they know that there are always police officer present on the royal mile if they feel they are
getting into trouble. Also make sure everyone has the key contact details for the production team
so they can phone if they are feeling upset.

§ It’s also important for those who are flyering to have a space where they talk about their
experiences on the mile both good and bad, and to put an emphasis on celebrating the successes.

§ Flyering is also a great opportunity to meet people - both members of the public and fellow flyerers and have some really interesting 
conversations - as well as finding some aspects of the job more difficult, many of the team commented on this as something they loved.

§ Making sure to provide the flyering team with days off, and make sure you always have enough people out on the streets.

Flyering hotspots: The Mile, outside the venue, outside Summerhall, St 
George’s Square, Virgin Half Price Hut, Cowgate.
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THE SHOW

Tech Rehearsal
During the fringe the amount of time you are given access to the venues is extremely limited. At ZOO we were given a two hour tech time 
starting at midnight the night before our first preview. This is a manageable challenge, but one that requires carefully preparation.

ADVICE:
§ Keep your technical design in terms of lighting and sound simple for quick programming: the less there is, the less can go wrong.
§ Brief everyone before you get into the technical rehearsal. I told the actors that once they got in they needed to start a run in the

space so they could get the feel of it and practice their blocking while I focused on sorting out the technical side with our lighting and 
sound designer and the venue technician provided by ZOO. This allows for an efficient use of the time you have.

§ Double check what equipment the venue uses. Our designer pre-programmed all our lighting cues to save time but once we arrived for
our tech we found the venue had a different lighting desk, this meant we lost a lot of time reprogramming all of our lighting cues.

Previews
Previews are an important time to get your show seen and the word spread, but they will also necessarily be a time when last minute 
adjustments need making to the show in light of being a new space and according to the initial audience reactions. A particular problem we 
had was adjusting to the space, despite all our rehearsals being in an appropriately sized studio in the three days before the show the 
actors had been rehearsing in the accommodation kitchen, which was roughly half the size of the stage. As a result when we got into the 
first performance the actors were struggling to use the space properly weakening their performances. As a solution to the problem we 
rehearsed in the Meadows with the space fully marked out.

ADVICE: Consider doing this before the tech rehearsal itself. If an outside space isn’t appropriate for the show, Fringe Central offer 
discounted rehearsal space during the festival and it could be a worthy investment in maintaining the quality of your show.
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The Run

“Get-ins and Get-outs”
Another aspect of theatre at the Fringe which is unlike most experience theatre companies have when staging their work, is the ‘get-in’ and 
‘get-out’ times. At ZOO we had a 10 minute get in and get out time (specified in our contract) which was shared with the shows preceding 
and following our performance.

ADVICE: In order to make sure you complete your get in and get out in time, make sure you have as simple and minimal set as possible but 
also be prepared to ask members of your production team to take it in turns to come to the show and help you with getting your set out.

Get to know the venue and their staff
Over the course of the production you obviously spend a lot of time in your venue, and its worth making sure you are respectful of all the 
other companies working in the venue with you as well as the venue staff themselves. As well as being a great opportunity to make friends 
and get to know some very exciting theatre makers and producers, people are more likely to recommend your show, or help you out with a 
problem, if they like you. Also, if you are looking to return to a venue in the next year it’s important to maintain a good relationship in the 
interests of being able to come back.

ADVICE: Make sure to introduce yourself to the team, be friendly and polite – ask about their day, as much as you can go along to any venue 
parties that are put on – this is where the most friendships are made.
Cast Illness
Over the festival our cast came down with what is known as “fringe flu” – bought on by running on high energy and not getting enough sleep.

ADVICE:
§ Encourage your cast, and indeed your production team to have a reasonably structured daily regime and to take it easy.
§ Give actors regular days off from flyering to allow them time to recover from the stress of the festival and maintain their show form.
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REVIEWS
The show received mixed reviews from the press upon opening at the Fringe, with reviews 
varying from 4 stars to 2 stars. Whilst it is disappointing not to receive unanimous praise, it is 
the nature of the beast when it comes to producing Fringe theatre and an important learning 
curve in the development of any artist is not to be disheartened by negative coverage and also 
how best to utilise constructive criticism in order to improve the work you make.

For instance, in the case of Bobby, a consistent issue being raised about the play was its ending, 
with many audience members and critics believing it to be too sudden, unbelievable and 
melodramatic. During the run, a programmer from the Kings Head Theare in London (a reputable 
Fringe theatre) came to see the show and offered us a slot in their Autumn/Winter programme. 
Before we take the show there, however, we intend to work on certain aspects of the play - 
including the ending. In this regard, criticism is invaluable.

We also had a member of the production team stationed on the door of the venue at the finish of every performance handing out feedback 
forms to audience members, and through doing this we have collated a large bank of audience feedback which is generally more positive 
than the reviews published in the press. Of course these are to be taken with a pinch of salt (audience members are less likely to stay 
behind and write something out for you if they didn’t like the show), nonetheless it is reassuring to learn that the show appeals to its 
audience.

As well as this audience members left reviews on the Ed Fringe Website and on our Facebook page. All reviews both by audience and 
professional are included in our appendix.

ADVICE:
§ Announce reviews to the team in the morning meetings and thank the marketing team for getting reviewers in in the first place. Where 

necessary, give the team the opportunity to discuss publically or privately anything that has upset them from the reviews, but generally
encourage a team atmosphere of taking on the feedback and moving on with the production.

§ Choose snappy phrases to print out and attach to your flyers. The public see these reviews as some kind of accreditation of your show, 
we found attaching these clippings made them more likely to take the flyer in the first place and saw a direct increase in audience
numbers as a result.

§ If you’re a developing company, gather as much feedback as you can, it will prove invaluable.
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Here are a selection of comments - positive and negative - from critics and audience members2:

Press
“Bobby handles [its] subjects with ease, delicately striking a balance between disturbing scenes and shying away from the topic. The result 
is a production intently focused on the development of this core character, rather than aiming for cheap, shock-value scenes. The wise 
decision is made to allow a lot of the action to happen offstage, focusing on the emotional aftermath rather than unnecessary anguish. An 
interesting central concept, expanding with well-written characters and an engaging plotline, makes Bobby a tough, but brilliant watch.”

★★★★ THE 730 REVIEW

“We Need To Talk About Bobby does not make comfortable viewing for a variety of reasons that all collide to create a powerful drama. It is 
difficult to see Annie chatting away like a normal 12 year old, only to suddenly be yelling obscenities in a scripted argument on set. Her 
gradual breakdown is carefully plotted to be sensitive and not sensationalist. Annie’s parents are equally tough to watch, mostly due to their 
subtlety at the beginning of the play. They don’t aggressively force Annie into the limelight, but instead gently nudge her towards it, becoming 
so lost in the showbiz whirlwind themselves that they are blind to its devastating effects on her. You can see the conclusion coming a mile 
off, but it still holds impact.”

★★★★ BROADWAY BABY

“This is a well-measured glimpse into the topic of child fame as she moves from an excited 12-year-old to a world-weary teenager. The hard 
edges of the unforgiving industry are demonstrated clearly by the committed cast and the script poses questions about consent and societal 
expectation that are well worth musing on.”

★★★ THE BRITISH THEATRE GUIDE

“We Need to Talk About Bobby (Off EastEnders) does a fairly credible job of teasing out those relationships, but the melodramatic ending is, 
perhaps appropriately, strictly soap opera.”

★★ THE SCOTSMAN

Audience
Basically I thought your show had huge promise – the performances were strong, the central idea really intriguing, but the structure and 
dialogue need shaping. It felt repetitive and the build-up of tension needed work – and I felt the need to understand the show-within-a-show 
a lot better than I did. I think there’s a stronger piece to remade from this though and hope you continue to develop it.

NATASHA TRIPNEY, REVIEWS EDITOR OF THE STAGE

Maybe the most fascinating thing was the way the show played with audience passivity - as an audience member suddenly realising how 
motionless and passive we'd all been throughout - especially in the violent climax of the play - made a huge, uncomfortable, emotional 
impact.

LAUREN STONE, COMEDIAN

It was beautifully moving. The ending surprised me and I really enjoyed the build-up of tension throughout.
ANONYMOUS

Very impressed, writing was fantastic. Also slightly disturbed.
ANONYMOUS

2 Full reviews by both professional and audience members can be found in the appendix.
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POST-FRINGE:

RECOVERY
The Fringe is an incredible but utterly exhausting experience. The production team, including ourselves all
found that we needed a period of recovery after the festival to get our energy back and get back on our feet.
Those not able to take time survived, but have said they found it difficult. Where possible we would highly
recommend carving out a few days post-fringe to allow for recovery time. It is also important to account for
this when scheduling the project plan.
There’s a lot of things that need tying up once the festival itself is over and it’s important to account for this
properly in your scheduling, but you are unlikely to have the time, energy, willpower to complete it if you try to
do so in the days directly after the festival

THE POST FRINGE TO DO LIST

Financial Reimbursement
Completing Funding Reports
It’s important to keep your funding reports in the back of your head throughout the whole production process, so that you can help yourself 
out when you come to filling them out at the end. For example, if you know you are going to have to support a financial statement at the end 
of your project it’s important to keep on updating your budget and to keep a record of all your receipts and invoices. You might also need 
to collate audience data, responses etc. for future funding bids. If you’ve kept this well organised it can help fill out your funding reports 
accurately and with ease.

When you apply for funding in the first place, it’s also worth bearing in mind that the end date of your project might not be as obvious as 
you think. When applying for Vice Chancellors Funding we said that the end date of this project would be the final performance on the 28th 
August. However, we were still waiting for our box office return in early October. This caused us to miss our Vice Chancellor’s deadline 
(dated at 2 weeks after the completion of the project) because we weren’t able to complete our financial report. Fortunately, we contacted 
them and were able to rearrange the deadline, but it’s something to consider when completing your own planning.

Getting your money back and reimbursing your team
As mentioned above it takes some time to reclaim all of the funds you are owed. The Indiegogo funds were not released until late September 
and the ZOO Box office return didn’t come through until mid-October. This obviously delayed our reimbursement process and meant that we 
were still waiting to know about some costs such as venue fees, VAT and Indiegogo charges. It is worth letting your production team know 
about this timeline so they have a sense of when they will be reimbursed, and it’s vitally important that you keep them up to date with what 
the financial situation is and how likely you are to be able to reimburse their expenses (if this wasn’t guaranteed).

I’ve mentioned the importance of keeping an accurate and up to date budget throughout your production process. This should also include 
a clear record of expenses detailing who paid for what. We used the below template to do this, and we asked everyone to keep and hand in 
their receipts. Keeping physical receipts on file makes it a lot easy to keep an accurate and up to date record of your spending and to 
account for any mistakes later in the process.
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After filling out everyone’s invoices we emailed these out, individually, to the team asking everyone to check the expenses were correct and
to fill in their details before sending them back.

Feedback
Gathering audience and press feedback and putting it to good use
Make sure to gather any audience feedback you got over the course of the festival and collate it into one document that is easy to access. 
This kind of feedback may prove invaluable when completing funding reports or wanting to demonstrate audience responses to potential 
programmers.

Organising Feedback from the Production Team
It was necessary for us to gather feedback from our production as we said this would be included in our funding reports. However, for those 
looking to develop their theatre companies further, or indeed their management experience, it’s important to know what you did successfully 
and reflect on what you could have improved. Providing an opportunity to feedback to those working with, or volunteering, for you is also 
an important aspect of making those people feel valued.

In order to get honest feedback it’s best to provide an anonymous forum. For this we used a survey through google docs which is clear, 
easy to use and neatly organises and analyzes your responses for you.

Following up Contacts and Leads
Again during the Fringe it’s important to keep a record of all the conversations you have with fellow arts, programmers, producers etc. 
about the show. After the festival a great way to further the life of your show (and potentially your company) is to follow up on these 
conversations with a quick email or even a coffee. Lots of people are looking to put “hot” fringe shows on in their theatres and festivals so 
this is a prime time to promote your work.

If you are looking to take the show further, as Paperback is looking to do, you will need to put together a “tour pack” briefly detailing show 
information and audience responses for potential programming theatres. Paperback’s latest draft of this pack is included in our appendix.

Thank your Funders
Following up on Indiegogo rewards and promises is obviously vitally important, it’s also worth putting a little time and energy into thanking 
funders who might not have claimed any rewards. Because the number of people who donated to our Indiegogo was small enough (30 odd) 
we opted to make homemade thank you cards which were posted out to individual donors and others who provided in kind support to the 
company, for example Little Earthquake, a company who provided us with some mentoring support.

ADVICE: Maintaining the motivation and momentum to complete all the post-fringe tasks has proved incredibly difficult. We were not aware 
of how time consuming it would be and in some cases could have saved ourselves time by preparing for some of the “wrap-up” tasks during 
the festival itself. Our key tips are:
§ Clearly outline the Post-Fringe tasks in your project plan and be prepared for the project timeline to extend long after the final

performance. That said, give yourself an end date so you can get everything finished and move on to your next project
§ Where possible start completing or noting your funding reports during the Fringe itself this will help you to remember what happened

when writing them up later on.
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FINANCIAL BREAK DOWN: SUMMARY 
FINANCIAL BREAKDOWN

SUMMARY

Projected  Actual  Projected BreakEven Actual Tickets Sold

Income exc. Ticket Sales  £6,750.00  £6,930.00  Number of Tickets 210 176

Outgoing -£8,127.59 -£ 7,434.30  Number of Ticket Per Show 15 13

Capacity 23% 19%

Profit/Loss Before Ticket Sales -£1,377.59 -£504.30

Income from Ticket Sales  £            -    £887.16

Surplus/Deficit After  £            -    £382.86

As you can see from the above summary, our projected budget presented a fairly high risk project in which we could have made a loss of 
up to £1377.59. This set our breakeven at 23% of 15 tickets per show. Researching the success of other companies we felt that this was a 
reasonable risk to take.

Our budget was carefully thought out and aimed to account for the smallest detail. It included a 5% contingency and the accommodation 
and travel costs for the cast and crew.

Because of the anticipated risks we agreed that, had we made a loss, the cast and crew would have been expected to cover their own 
accommodation and travel costs. This is something we detailed in our recruitment packs.

In order to keep the budget balanced in actual practice it was important that we were extremely careful with our spending and looked to 
match or exceed our funding targets.

Fortunately we achieved this coming in £784.29 under budget, meaning we didn’t have to use any of our contingency costs. We also exceed 
our funding targets by £180. With an average ticket price of £6.57 this meant we only needed to sell 77 tickets which was a breakeven of 
8%.

Excitingly, this meant we were able to cover the travel and accommodation costs for the whole team. It also left us with a small surplus 
which will be divided between the members of the production team and cast who were at the fringe as a gesture towards the expenses they 
would have incurred.

Our funding from Lord Rootes was used to cover the cost of our Venue Hire (£2400 inc. VAT), our Fringe Registration Free, Print Materials 
(including posters and flyers) and our set. The relevant receipts have been submitted to the fund secretary.
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FINANCIAL BREAK DOWN: OUTGOING 
OUTGOINGS

Item  Projected  Item Description / Where From  Actual
Accommodation Accommodation -£2,300.00  10th – 31st Southside Lettings -£2,300.00

Deposit -£750.00   -£750.00
Contingency -£152.50

Design Costume -£40.00  Sourced mainly from Primark -£30.50
Hair and Make-Up -£10.00  Sourced mainly from Primark -£4.40
Props -£20.00  Sourced mainly from Primark -£20.70
Set -£100.00  1 sofa, 1 make up chair: IKEA -£105.00
Technical -£100.00  Sourced from Warwick TechCrew  -
Contingency -£13.50

Insurance Performance -£90.00  Rees Astley Edinburgh Fringe Policy -£85.00
PRS Interpolated -£37.25  NOT REQUIRED  -
PRS Curtain -£38.41  COVERED BY VENUE -
Contingency -£8.28

Marketing Flyers & Posters -£227.80  10000 A5 Silk Coated from HelloPrint -£142.95
- 250 A3 Flyers from HelloPrint -£34.74

Stationary -£38.49  Staple Guns, Staplers, Staples, Pens -£50.45
Stickers† -£26.00 DECIDED AGAINST  -
T-Shirts -£193.40  23 T-Shirts from T-Shirt Studio (for flyerers and Indiegogo rewards) -£207.00
Contingency -£24.28

Fringe Registration Fee -£295.21  Compulsory fee, paid through Zoo Venues -£295.20
NSDF Application -£98.00  DECIDED AGAINST -
Subs -£50.00  Household Items for Accommodation (loo roll, cleaning product etc.) -£51.72
Venue Hire -£2,000.00  ZOO Southside Studio 14th-28th August -£2,000.00
Venue Hire VAT -£400.00  VAT charge on venue hire -£400.00
Venue Passes -£100.00  Passes for production team  -£50.00
Contingency -£147.16

Travel Rehearsal Petrol -£150.00  Journeys between Birmingham and rehearsal space on Warwick -£95.04
Campus

Prod Team Trains -£676.00  Maximum of £52.00 could be reclaimed -£525.71
Contingency -£41.30

Unexpected 
Costs

Fringe Society
Commission

- Fringe Society Commission charged on all tickets sold through Ed -£18.62
Fringe

- VAT on Commission -£3.72
Indiegogo Fees - Platform fee of 5% on all funds raised -£34.00

- Credit Card Payment Processing Fee: 3% + 0.30 per transaction. -£28.50
- Wire Fee for bank accounts located outside of US -£25.00

Printing costs  - Press Cuttings to attach to flyers -£10.00
Website  - Made through wix.com  -£59.80
Filming  -  Edinburgh Fringe Filming Service – Single Camera -£80.00
Taxis  - Transporting Set -£26.25

TOTAL OUTGOINGS -£8,127.58  -£7,434.3
Notes on Outgoings
1. Contingency of 5% was added to all sections when making projected budget
2. Colour coding: Green = Under budget; Black = as budgeted; Red = Over budget
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FINANCIAL BREAKDOWN: INCOMING
INCOMING

Name Applied Confirmed  Proj.   Actual.
Grants/Bursaries
Lord Rootes Bursary yes yes  £ 3,000.00   £ 3,000.00
Vice Chancellor's  yes yes  £ 2,000.00   £ 2,500.00
IATL Festival Fund no no  £    500.00   £            -
Sponsorship  - -

n/a no
Fundraising
Indiegogo n/a no  £    500.00   £    680.00
Other Income (not inc. ticket sales)
Accomodation Deposit n/a no  £    750.00   £    750.00
Total  £ 6,750.00  £ 6,930.00

Ticket Sales
No. Tickets Sold Av. Ticket Price Total Cost  After Commission

Zoo Box Office 103.00  £                       4.31   £   444.00   £                   444.00
Fringe Society 73.00  £                       6.38   £   465.50   £                   443.16
Total  £                   887.16 *

* According to our Venue Agreement we had already paid a guarantee of £2000. Had our ticket sales exceeded this figure the venue would 
have kept 40% of all sales over £2000. As our income from ticket sales fell below the guarantee we were able to keep them.
Venue costs (such as VAT, Venue Passes and PRS) are deducted from the Box Office Return in the final venue settlement before any payments
are made from the Venue to the company. These costs are all detailed in the outgoings breakdown.

Explanation of items over budget*
Stationary
The main cost here was staple guns used to stick up posters on the Royal Mile. We bought budget ones from local stationary shops in 
Edinburgh and found they kept on breaking - a false economy. This caused us to go over budget.
ADVICE: Purchase a higher quality staple gun in advance of arrival. Or consider other sticking methods such as glue spray.

T-Shirts
The T-Shirts were actual cheaper than expected on an individual basis. We went over budget because we purchased extra t-shirts as rewards 
for our Indiegogo and as spares for the duration of the Fringe (t-shirts were being worn every day by the production team)
ADVICE: Decide on Indiegogo rewards earlier in the process and include them in the original budget.  You don’t need more than 1 or 2 spares
as people will be able to wash their t-shirts on days off; because t-shirts are only being worn for the hours in which the production team 
are flyering they last longer than average.

Explanation of unexpected costs3

These were extra costs that came up throughout the production process. Fortunately the overall amount fell under our 5% contingency but 
here is an explanation of why these costs cropped up, if they were necessary/ could have been avoided lessened.

3 Only accounting for items significantly over budget.
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Fringe Society Commission
This was a hidden cost of the Fringe Registration Fee. All tickets sold through the Ed Fringe website or box office (rather than in person at 
the ZOO box office) incur a charge of 4% + VAT. This is an unavoidable cost but can be lessened by encouraging your audiences to book 
through the ZOO Website or in person at their box office. More details about the Ed Fringe Ticket Service can be found online:
edfringe.com/take-part/putting-on-a-show/ticketing

Indiegogo Fees
Although advertised on their website, we didn’t include these fees in our original budget and they were greater than expected meaning we 
had to increase our funding target. Information about the fees charged are available on their website:
support.indiegogo.com/hc/en-us/articles/204456408
ADVICE: Shop around for other fundraising platforms; there may be a cheaper option.

Printing Costs
This was a cost we simply overlooked, but is an important one. As a registered member of the festival you have access to EdFringe Central 
where you can print important information like feedback forms or review clippings to attach to flyers. As soon as you have reviews it is 
helpful to attach short clippings to your flyers, people see this as an affirmation of your show being good and are more likely to take your 
flyer, and ultimately, attend your show.
ADVICE: Include this is in your budget (if possible allow a higher amount for these costs as we would have liked to print more clippings that
we did). Keep quotes short and small so you can fit more clippings onto one page in order to reduce your costs.

Filming
Originally we had no intention to film the show. However it was a condition of our Lord Rootes funding that we did. The film will also be used 
for archive and development processes and can be sent out to programmers and producers to try and sell the show in the future. Although 
it might feel like a luxury cost it’s actually vital and should be included in your original budget.
ADVICE: If you have any friends with access to a good quality camera and a stand, you could film this yourself, thus reducing your costs.

Taxis
Although we were lucky enough to be at a reasonably central venue and accommodation, taxis had to be used on the first and last days to 
transport the set between the train station and the accommodation. Again this was an unavoidable costs but if we had anticipated it we 
could possibly have reduced our costs by booking in advance.

ADVICE ON STAYING UNDER BUDGET!
We’re quite proud of our achievements in staying under our budget and not having to use our contingency. There are a few elements that 
helped us to achieve this:
§ Shop around: we asked a lot of our peers about where they had sourced their supplies from for example t-shirts, flyers etc. however,

in most cases we found we were able to find a cheaper alternative just by doing a bit more research and using lesser known companies 
who weren’t as simple to order from but were ultimately cheaper… it just took a bit more time

§ Book in advance: travel was a major expense for us, the only way to lessen travel costs is by encouraging people to book in advance.
When booking train journeys we would also recommend using a ticket splitting service in order to reduce your costs. For example this 
website. More information can be found online but ticket splitting is essentially a way to lower the cost of your tickets by booking the 
different legs of your journey separately. The website we used was splitticketing.com/.
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REFLECTION
REFLECTION

Producing Paperback’s first Edinburgh Fringe show has been a 
long, challenging, fruitful and illuminating experience for 
everybody involved.

The challenges of the experience have been invaluable in the
personal development of the whole production team. Handling 
poor audience turn out; negotiating the logistical challenges of 
transporting the set half way up the company; creating budgets 
and finding funds to cover potential losses etc. have taught us 
key management and organisational skills. Having to execute
these tasks and skills in a semi-professional environment
outside of university has very much been a baptism of fire, but 
also one of the best ways to learn how to produce a show.

Importantly, this project has greatly developed the confidence of the whole team and given us a real insight into the challenges and rewards 
of producing small-scale theatre in the future. We have also learnt many valuable lessons in how to manage working together, bringing out 
each other’s strengths and supporting each other’s weaknesses.

Looking back on the project now, having had the chance to learn from our mistakes, there are certainly things that we would have done
differently which might have led to a more “successful” production in terms of getting better ticket sales and reviews etc. However, the 
aims of the project were not simply to produce a piece of high-class theatre, they were to provide an opportunity for Warwick University 
students to gain experience of producing and performing a show at the Fringe in order to further their development. This has certainly been 
a success, and one that would not have been possible without the kind support of the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund.

Furthermore, this report, we hope, demonstrates the rigour with which the project has been carried out and evaluated. It serves as an 
important archive of our success, challenges and mistakes and will continue to be a resource that we, and other aspiring producers, can 
look to to learn about producing theatre at the Fringe and to aid with their planning for future projects.
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APPENDIX THREE:  REVIEWS
ELLEN WHYTE – THE BOAR – 21/08/17
***** “DISTURBING, DISQUIETING AND COMPLEX”
‘We Need to Talk About Bobby (Off EastEnders)’ is among the first works by Paperback, a Birmingham-based theatre company composed of 
Warwick graduates. Charting the decline of a young TV actress, George Atwell Gerhard’s debut play explores the damage that is done to 
twelve-year old Annie’s psyche when she is placed in a role that forces her to confront the disturbing side of adulthood.

As Annie faces the trials and tribulations adolescence brings, combined with her role in a TV show that disturbs the audience even in the 
brief glimpses we see in the play, the lines between reality and fiction begin to blur. Her consequent mental deterioration provides the play’s 
dark narrative.

Tara Embers successfully tackles the difficult task of depicting Annie’s journey from a happy and eager child to a depressed actress savaged 
by the media. Her strong performance helps the audience understand the girl’s plight as she is made to experience events that no child, or 
adult, should have to endure. The two other actors, Tom Bulpett and Sophie Portway, each play multiple characters, alternating between 
different identities including Annie’s parents, directors and make-up artists.

However, these characters are far from lacking depth despite the time constraints of the play and the absence of costume changes. Bulpett 
and Portway do exceptionally well in making each character unique in their own right, and their ability to flit between the characters 
effortlessly and clearly through accents and behavioural changes is outstanding.

Despite the disconcerting content, the play is infused with humour: the blunt directors that tell it exactly how it is; the amusing awkwardness 
as Annie’s parents try to explain the content of her upcoming role; and Annie’s own mistakes as she fumbles her way through the adult 
world. In a play which confronts uncomfortable questions about the world of media and child stars, the intermittent comedy provides much- 
needed relief.

The troubling content of the play and the trauma experienced by Annie is emphasised through the sparse set and lighting. The props are 
minimal and the core set stays static throughout, focusing the entirely of the audience’s attention upon the actors and the story they tell. 
The lighting is also kept to a minimum, although it’s nevertheless effective in changing from being warm and gentle in scenes where Annie 
is at home to harsher, more direct light when she is faced with intense and distressing filming.

The few flaws there are in the play are not of its own making; rather, they arise from the faults of the Fringe format. Productions at the 
festival are often much shorter than typical student shows, and whilst at an hour and five minutes the play does an admirable job of giving 
depth to the characters and storyline, an extra half an hour or so would have allowed the audience to connect even more with Annie’s 
situation and the resulting struggles.

‘We Need to Talk About Bobby (Off EastEnders)’ is another prime example of the brilliant drama offered by past and present Warwick 
students. The acting is superb, as is necessary for a play of such disquieting material. The power of the production, as well as the questions 
raised by Atwell Gerhard in the script, linger in the audience’s mind long after the performance is over.
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CARLA VAN DER SLUISS – BROADWAY BABY – 21/07/17
****
EastEnders fans will remember experiencing shock and upheaval at the revelation that the culprit of a long-running murder whodunnit was 
10 year old Bobby Beale. Prepare to relive those feelings again in Paperback Theatre’s We Need To Talk About Bobby (Off EastEnders), written 
by George Attwell Gerhards and directed by Lucy Bird. This hard-hitting play charts the decline of 12 year old child actress Annie. She and 
her parents are delighted by her role as Amy, the disturbed daughter in a well-known TV drama. However, as the themes covered by the 
show become more and more adult, Amy’s aggression begins to spill over into Annie’s day-to-day life, culminating in shocking consequences.

We Need To Talk About Bobby does not make comfortable viewing for a variety of reasons that all collide to create a powerful drama. It is 
difficult to see Annie chatting away like a normal 12 year old, only to suddenly be yelling obscenities in a scripted argument on set. Her 
gradual breakdown is carefully plotted to be sensitive and not sensationalist. Annie’s parents are equally tough to watch, mostly due to their 
subtlety at the beginning of the play. They don’t aggressively force Annie into the limelight, but instead gently nudge her towards it, becoming 
so lost in the showbiz whirlwind themselves that they are blind to its devastating effects on her. You can see the conclusion coming a mile 
off, but it still holds impact.

All three performers are incredibly strong. Tara Groves plays Annie’s age very convincingly and her movements have clearly been carefully 
researched. Tom Bulpett plays a number of different roles successfully, but his part as Annie’s father stands out as adding some light 
humour to an otherwise dark production. Sophie Portway also holds multiple roles well, but as Annie’s hair stylist and confidant, she becomes 
the voice of reason in the play, a voice that devastatingly goes unheard.

Sound is the only area where We Need To Talk About Bobby falls short. The stage fails to recreate the stressful, bustling film studio that 
plays a key part in Annie’s breakdown. The sound-effects are very much lacking and the show feels far too quiet for most of the performance. 
Some music during scene changes could have made the awkward and lengthy blackouts feel much smoother.

Overall, this a powerful and thought-provoking performance that asks difficult questions about onscreen child violence. There may be no 
mention of EastEnders, but We Need To Talk About Bobby leaves much to be discussed.
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MATT OWEN – THE 730 REVIEW – 16/08/17
****
Exploring TV and film through the medium of theatre seems to be a relatively under-developed topic. Film explores film all too frequently, 
and film explores live performance now and again with Birdman and Black Swan being two memorable examples. But rarely the opposite 
way around. Aside from We Need to Talk About Bobby (off EastEnders), it’s hard to remember the last play I saw which took me behind-the- 
scenes of film or TV, and this leaves Paperback’s new production feeling strangely unique. This is a world and an industry which feels all too 
familiar, and yet I’ve rarely seen it expressed in this medium before.

We Need to Talk About Bobby (off EastEnders), or Bobby as I’ll refer to it from now on, follows thirteen-year-old Annie as she comes to 
terms with being a child actor on a very adult show. As her childhood disintegrates around her, Annie is prematurely thrust into the 
unforgiving limelight, struggling to deal with the real-world implications of her work. It’s a very complicated and nuanced subject to cover, 
with a number of difficult issues forming the central premise of the production. Luckily, Bobby handles the subjects with ease, delicately 
striking a balance between disturbing scenes and shying away from the topic. The result is a production intently focused on the development 
of this core character, rather than aiming for cheap, shock-value scenes. The wise decision is made to allow a lot of the action to happen 
offstage, focusing on the emotional aftermath rather than unnecessary anguish. An interesting central concept, expanding with well-written 
characters and an engaging plotline, makes Bobby a tough, but brilliant watch. For this brief but engaging hour, you won’t be able to look 
away.

Performances are good all-round, portraying a vast variety of characters between a small cast effectively and clearly. Additionally, the 
direction and use of a reserved seat in the audience is superb, effectively giving an immersive sense of the TV set, rather than the audience 
feeling like onlookers. The only criticism I have is the ending. Without spoiling anything, it felt a little contrived and squandered a lot of the 
slow, bubbling tension which had so carefully built up over the show. Rather than approaching the finale with Bobby’s usual delicacy and 
care, it seemed to come at it with a sledgehammer, battering the ending into submission. It’s a real shame, since with an electric ending 
this could have been a superb production, but it failed to stick the landing.

Aside from a small blip towards the end, We Need to Talk About Bobby (off EastEnders) is a considered, thought-provoking look at young 
performers. Emotionally rich and utterly engrossing, Paperback’s new production is a resounding success.
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AMY YORSTON – THE BRITISH THEATRE GUIDE – 08/17
***
The fame game is a seemingly never-ending source of theatrical material with shows reimagining the life stories of legends, parodying 
reality stars and lampooning X Factor wannabes. Plenty tackle the despair of a career on the slide but few tackle the downsides of rising
fame—particularly through the eyes of a child.

We Need to Talk About Bobby (Off EastEnders) doesn’t actually contain any EastEnders references but the parallels are clear; on this 
imagined gritty drama, the child star is key, carrying a major storyline and all associated pressure, acting in a world of grown-ups in which 
the make believe is brutal.

Annie is an experienced child actress and loves having fun on sets for adverts and kids' shows. At the tricky age of 12, however, she can no 
longer purely fill the cute criteria and branches out, auditioning for more meaty mainstream parts.

Winning a leading role on a new prime time drama is a massive step forward but she quickly finds herself missing home, being cosseted like 
a child but expected to work on set as fast and professionally as the adults. The juxtaposition gives rise to insecurity and ego, frustration 
and bravado.

Whilst Annie remains a constant, the two other cast members swiftly multirole from parents to casting directors, co-stars to crew. The 
decision to place them in the audience whilst ‘filming’ is taking place adds nicely to Annie’s overwhelming situation as their voices shout 
direction from the darkness.

There is effort here to give the characters real depth but the script is hampered by the constraints of a fringe time slot. Over two acts,
there would have been the possibility of a real slow burn, showing Annie’s temperament very gradually changing and with more attention 
given to the relationship of her parents and agent.

As it stands, this is a well-measured glimpse into the topic of child fame as she moves from an excited 12-year-old to a world-weary 
teenager. The hard edges of the unforgiving industry are demonstrated clearly by the committed cast and the script poses questions about 
consent and societal expectation that are well worth musing on.

Her descent to troubled teen is a believable one, however the climax is worthy of an EastEnders "duff duff". Rather an overstatement for a 
play that otherwise comfortably simmers.

FIONA SHEPPARD – THE SCOTSMAN – 24/08/17
**
Edinburgh Festival Fringe: Aspiring child actress Annie achieves the dream – a major role in a continuing drama – but her pushy though 
well-meaning parents fail to spot their daughter’s decline when she succumbs to the pressures of being a child star in an adult world. ZOO 
Southside (Venue 82)

We Need to Talk About Bobby (Off EastEnders) does a fairly credible job of teasing out those relationships, but the melodramatic ending is, 
perhaps appropriately, strictly soap opera.
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REVIEW AND ANALYSIS - SOME THOUGHTS – 31/08/17
****
Paperback’s ‘We Need to Talk About Bobby (Off EastEnders)’ knocks this year’s Edinburgh Fringe to the floor before beating it  with an iron, 
which is to say, if you had the pleasure of seeing it you will have left feeling shaken, and reeling from the many blows this new show lands. 
I have seen Bobby four times. Four times. Four. I’m at a point of word-by-word knowledge. I could probably map the stage with each predicted 
destination of spittle, from mouth to floor. I don’t think I’ve gone crazy, but my hauntingly visceral dreams of a celestial being named Bobby, 
handing me my own bones does raise questions.

To explain myself quite quickly, I must confess that my girlfriend Tara Groves stars as the leading role Annie, and having missed her A-level 
theatre performance years ago I took the opportunity to redeem myself, seeing the shows as much as I could. Despite this “conflict of 
interest”, I can promise an unbiased review. I think too highly of the show to be dishonest with it. Seeing it four times allows for many layers 
of perception to be explored, and some of the nuanced beauties of the show become more apparent, as do the flaws.

We Need to Talk About Bobby follows Annie, a child actor, having to cope with her new role in a particularly mature television show, and the 
fame and attention that comes with it. Bobby is a layered commentary and lends its focus to subjects such as over-sexualisation in media, 
desensitisation to violence and assault, the male gaze, and a double standard that forces women to “grow up” quicker, just to name a few. 
I will attempt to address these themes, and more, throughout this review, and any thematic analysis I do make will be based solely off of my 
own interpretation of the piece.

The stage is furnished with a sofa and a rather dated television, it shows static as the audience enter the room. The screen also displays a 
timer, the set switches off once the timer has reached zero, the show then promptly begins. Aside from these two set pieces a chair is 
brought in occasionally, but ultimately the space remains minimalistic, leaving room for movement and for the audience to focus entirely 
on the performances. The television set plays no functional part in the show, which is somewhat disappointing given the show’s subject and 
themes, and could have added more even if it were to display something more vivid and uncomfortable during the pre-set. Nevertheless, it 
plays a symbolic role as this omnipresent entity in the room, as it does in Annie’s life. The stage looks good, it looks clean, and beckons 
strong performances to really fill the space. Fortunately there are no shortcomings in performances, with each actor bringing something 
captivating to each role played.

Bobby starts with Annie auditioning for a part in a show aimed at children, but is told that she isn’t right for the part as she is too old, at the 
age of twelve. Annie is sexualised by the director and thus rejected as being too mature, he adds “they don’t stay cute forever”, referencing 
the inevitability of Annie’s age and appearance as a “mature” female influencing the parts she gets and the way she is treated in the industry. 
The director sits in the audience and interacts with them as if deliberating with them over the fate of Annie. This occurs frequently throughout
the show, where the audience is made to feel complicit with the abuse Annie suffers. The audience plays the part of the shadowy entity
behind the cameras, the lighting crew, the sound crew etc., making decisions about how they want Annie to look and feel, what they find 
funny, what they don’t, and ultimately they work closely with the director. This works to create a divide between the world Annie is growing 
up in and the forces on the borders of it, influencing every action and choice she makes.

This first scene transitions seamlessly into the next, with actor Tom Bulpett walking smoothly from the initial director character into Annie’s
dad, Mark, meanwhile Sophie Portway assumes the role of Sarah, her mum. The two do a fantastic job of forming a realistic chemistry that 
displays an underlying difference in parental motivations. Portway plays Sarah sensitively, her actions are always conscious of how Annie 
feels, and she never oversteps a boundary, making her one of the few characters to actually appear to understand Tara Groves’ character 
to some extent. Mark on the other hand is slightly more disconnected from his daughter’s feelings, pursuing convincing lines of argument 
to have Annie continue in some new acting direction. In the few scenes we see where Mark and Sarah are played onstage together, we can 
note that Sarah is always what stands between her overwhelmed daughter and her aggressively persistent husband. Bulpett plays Mark
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with a bumbling energy, a comedic tone that keeps the character consistently enjoyable to watch whilst simultaneously being arguably the
most unlikeable character in regards to his motivations and actions. Mark is the perfect contradiction to his daughter Annie.

Something really quite refreshing about Bobby is that it uses multi-roling for reasons that directly influence the audiences’ consumption of 
the script and its themes, rather than for gimmicks sake. Bulpett plays Annie’s father, a director on the set of the show Annie is working on, 
and Eddie, a co-star of Annie’s, who plays the role of her dad in the show. Portway stars as Annie’s mother, a make-up artist on the show, 
and a director. Each role correlates with one another, feeding into the overall mood of the show, and often times provides a self-aware 
humour due to the excellent writing by George Attwell Gerhards. Bulpett’s role as Annie’s father parallels his role as her abusive fictional 
father, and though it may seem fairly on the nose in writing, it makes for an uncomfortable watch, specifically the rape scene (which I will 
talk about later.) Furthermore, as Mark develops as a character the line between this character and that of the director begin to blur, as 
his attitude towards Annie becomes more apathetic and condescending.

On the other hand Portway’s role as both Annie’s empathetic mother and an on-set make-up artist, who Annie finds the closest connection 
in, results in a pleasing to watch chemistry between Groves and Portway. The close relationship between the two connotes Annie’s need for
a relationship of understanding once more, as she is stuck with a father who can’t relate to her, and a stagnant rapport with those on set:
the director and the actress playing her fictional mother (also portrayed by Sophie Portway). Portway’s portrayal of the make-up artist is 
humorous and warm, and her chemistry with Groves is effective, making up for some occasionally slow scenes of dialogue.

These slower scenes are rare as director Lucy Bird does a great job overall in keeping the pace fast and the mood tense, and there are few
missteps when it comes to direction. There are a few choices that strike me as odd and misplaced though.   Firstly, there is a scene early 
on where Annie’s father informs her that the hotel cleaning staff have found her pyjamas. Annie freaks out and promises it is just a “blip”. 
From this, the audience infer that she has wet the bed. The short scene comes to a close and the situation is not mentioned again. Within a 
scene or two, you’ve already forgotten about it. This is unfortunate as its intentions as a depiction of Annie still being child could have gone 
far if properly executed and fleshed out, instead we get a throwaway scene that wastes the talent of two actors. Another decision that felt 
misguided and threw the tone off somewhat was the use of two contemporary songs, in two separate scenes. The first jarringly kicking in 
during a scene where Annie, having met Eddie and felt an attraction for him, tries to appear older through her clothing. It’s a short moment 
that, on its own, adds a lot to Annie’s character and how she feels she needs to look. But this blaring pop song drones over the scene and 
takes away from the mood of the previous one completely, instead it gives the feeling of watching a modern teen drama, as opposed to the 
captivating stage production we’ve been watching thus far. This occurs similarly at a later scene; Annie, frustrated and upset, puts some 
earphones in, whilst her father and the make-up artist have a muffled conversation behind her. The conversation and it’s choreography with 
the loud music works well and is a moment of stand-out direction, but the actual music on the other hand, again, feels out of place. This 
thumping dance remix of Foster the People’s Pumped Up Kicks is an unnecessary addition to the scene, and a disruptor of the tone. 
Fortunately, these moments never overshadow the performances or the writing, and the show always makes up for these slip ups with well- 
directed scenes that follow.

“…Men don’t grow up until they’re in their mid-twenties. They’re not like us.”

Age plays a heavy role in Bobby thematically, with constant mentions of Annie’s age followed by contradictions to it, “you could have fooled 
me!” Annie’s struggle is representative of an issue built tightly into society, and is depicted effectively in the play. The basis of the issue I 
want to discuss is summarised beautifully in one of the hardest hitting lines of the show, “…Men don’t grow up until they’re in their mid- 
twenties. They’re not like us.” It’s this double standard of male to female maturity, that plagues the many institutions we are subject to daily, 
the media being the key topic of discussion in We Need to Talk About Bobby. As a result of several media-induced factors, the over- 
sexualisation of women for instance, young girls are pushed to grow at speeds that do not coincide with boys of the same age. Annie is 
thrust into a new environment, dominated by adults, and is expected to work at the same level whilst dealing with very demanding subject 
matters through her scripts. There seems to be a luxury that men have in the world called naivety. Women on the other hand, as is seen
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with Annie, do not have that same luxury. Annie is forced into thinking and acting how an adult is expected to act, and this takes its toll on
her as the narrative progresses. Gerhards’ script is intricate and layered, and the contradiction of Annie’s age and how she is expected to 
act is foreshadowed very early on. Tara Groves handles Annie’s descent with impeccable control, keeping us on her side all the way, amidst 
the growing angst she feels towards her situation. We feel her pain as though we are experiencing it personally, and at times this proves 
uncomfortable. This is also down to Bird’s direction, with her employment of a slick flow, attention to detail and an ability to create nail- 
biting tension.

This certainly is a tense show, I found myself wincing at scenes just at the sheer unabashed execution of sensitive issues and situations.
Take the sex/masturbation scene for instance, and its transition into the rape scene. Annie finds herself listening to Eddie and the make-up 
artist have sex in the other room, which is jarring enough when you consider the multi-roling ensures she is also technically listening to 
her parents, and finds herself touching herself to the sounds. The stage is dark, and the moans fill the room. It’s sudden and catches you 
off guard. This continues as Annie begins to masturbate, and the low lights slowly become a crimson red, before cutting to black. Bulpett’s 
noises don’t stop though, they cut through the darkness violently and abrasively. His moans continue at a quick pace as the cast speedily 
rearranges the stage, and when the lights come up once again, Bulpett is on top of Groves. This is a shocking image accentuated by the 
events leading up to it. As is with a lot of this show, the reasoning behind certain images and actions were well thought out and purposeful. 
Annie masturbating onstage reflects an emerging sexuality that seems to be a clear identifier of her adulthood, or “womanhood”, as through 
the lens of male television viewer or director, sexuality is the only factor that plays into viewing her as a woman. Again, this infers the 
double standard in regards to age and maturity between men and women. Annie transitions into “adulthood” and the subsequent image is 
of her fictional father on top of her, at the beginning of the “rape scene”. This signifies a disturbing reality for Tara Groves’ character; Annie 
has been forced to skip any ounce of childhood to fit into her new environment, but in doing so, and in making a move into that environment, 
she finds only a world where she will continue to be controlled and manipulated. She has no control over herself, her body, or future.

“I’ve never kissed a boy before. When we shoot that scene where Eddie rapes me that’s going to be my first kiss”

The frustration Annie feels accumulates throughout the show, building with each camera flash, failed take, and shout from the darkness, 
before finally exploding in a violent climax and ending to the show. The show ends with Annie battering her co-star Eddie with an iron, and 
wrestling the director, played by Portway, to the ground, before asking the audience “Is that alright?” Ultimately, this scene depicts Annie 
beating (and killing?) both of her parents, which is another example of multi-roling being so intricate to the story. This is undeniably hard 
hitting, and provides Tara Groves with the chance to give a standout final performance as the character she has encompassed so well 
throughout Bobby. Groves dominates the stage up until those final few lines directed at the audience. The show doesn’t finish on a note that 
gives Annie an ending to her story, but it doesn’t need to, it closes on a tone that says everything about the trapped nature of a young girl 
in show business. We don’t know what happens next, knowing would give the audience too much comfort. We Need to Talk About Bobby wants 
the audience to leave with a feeling of unease, and I left with this feeling four times.

Paperback’s We Need to Talk About Bobby (Off EastEnders) offers an intense, thoughtful, and consistently well-acted piece on the struggles 
of a child star. Although certain decisions don’t seem to land, and risk throwing off the tone, the many outstanding factors at work save any 
moment from leaving a bad taste. George Atwell Gerhards’ script is funny, clever, and showcases the talent of a writer who I see making 
waves in years to come, whilst director Lucy Bird displays an outstanding ability to pace a show and keep each scene fresh and intriguing. 
The three actors work flawlessly off one another, bringing a much needed nuance and sensitivity to a show such as this, as well as a 
surprising amount of humour. Paperback took Edinburgh by storm, and really rooted themselves as a new force to be reckoned with, I look 
forward to whatever comes next for the company, as well as all individuals involved in the making of this show. I’d happily see We Need to 
Talk About Bobby a fifth time, even if it means writing a longer and certainly more contrived review than this one.
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ROBERT MCGRATH – ED FRINGE.COM AUDIENCE REVIEW – 22/08/17
With only a few days left in the festival, if you find yourself in need of an early afternoon show, I'd highly recommend this . Detailing a young 
actress' decline after landing a big role, the show avoids the standard easy tropes one may expect (drugs, alcohol, etc.) and instead focuses 
on the mental burden and how that can slowly erode.

The cast all did a great job with the main character's actress giving an extremely convincing performance. Very impressed overall.

RHODRI MAYER – FACEBOOK REVIEW – 28/08/17
*****
Underrated by the critics in my opinion! One of the most thought-provoking pieces I had watched during my time at the 2017 Edinburgh 
fringe. We Need To Talk About Bobby Off EastEnders has nothing to do with Bobby, or EastEnders for that matter, but rather explores the 
themes of childhood stardom and how potentially damaging it can be to child actors. (I'm starting to the think Bobby and EastEnders were 
buzz words to get keen audiences through the door) In any case, it was a great piece of theatre and I even had the chance to speak to some 
of the crew about it afterwards. I recommend it!

ELLEN WHYTE – FACEBOOK REVIEW – 18/08/17
*****
'We Need To Talk About Bobby (Off EastEnders)' is a fantastic play by a great new theatre company: dark but funny, it's an intense hour that 
stays with you long after the play is over. The way the cast switch between roles is seamless, and the acting is equally impressive; definitely 
a Fringe must-see!
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